Recent research has shown that using a mobile element to collect and carry data mechanically from a sensor network has many advantages over static multihop routing. We have an implementation as well employing a single mobile element. But the network scalability and traffic may make a single mobile element insufficient. In this paper we investigate the use of multiple mobile elements. In particular, we present load balancing algorithm which tries to balance the number of sensor nodes each mobile element services. We show by simulation the benefits of load balancing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been an increased focus on the use of sensor networks to sense and measure the environment. Some practical deployments include NIMS [1] , James Reserve [2] and Great Duck Island [3] . All these deployments focus mainly on the problem of habitat and environment monitoring. In most cases the sensors are battery-constrained which makes the problem of energy-efficiency of paramount importance.
There are multiple ways in which the sensor readings are transferred from the sensors to a central location. Usually, the readings taken by the sensor nodes are relayed to a base station for processing using the ad-hoc multi-hop network formed by the sensor nodes. While this is surely a feasible technique for data transfer, it creates a bottleneck in the network. The nodes near the base station relay the data from nodes that are farther away. This leads to a non-uniform depletion of network resources and the nodes near the base station are the first to run out of batteries. If these nodes die, then the network is for all practical purposes disconnected. Periodically replacing the battery of the nodes for the large scale deployments is also infeasible.
A number of researchers have proposed mobility as a solution to this problem of data gathering. Mobile elements traversing the network can collect data from sensor nodes when they come near it. Existing mobility in the environment can be used [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] or mobile elements can be added to the system [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , which have the luxury to be recharged. This naturally avoids multihop and removes the relaying overhead of nodes near the base station. In addition, the sensor nodes no longer need to form a connected network (in a wireless sense). Thus a network can be deployed keeping only the sensing aspects in mind. One need not worry about adding nodes, just to make sure that data transfer remains feasible. In addition to increasing the lifetime of the system (by avoiding multi-hop communication), mobility has been shown to increase capacity [13] , [14] , help in calibration [15] , [16] , and assist in security [17] .
In this paper we consider using multiple mobile elements for purposes of data collection. We first briefly review our prior work on single mobile element [9] in section III. Next we describe the necessity of using multiple mobile elements for scalability reasons in section IV. When multiple mobile elements are used to collect data from sensor nodes (# sensor nodes # mobile elements), it is better to have the mobile elements serve more or less the same number of nodes. We describe these ideas of load balancing in section V. The operation with load balancing is described precisely in section VI. We present simulation methodology and results in section VII, and finally end with conclusions and some directions for future work in section VIII. We begin with presenting the related work.
II. RELATED WORK Various types of mobility have been considered for the mobile element. These can be broadly classified as random, predictable or controlled. An algorithm for routing data among randomly mobile users was suggested in [18] where data is forwarded to nodes which have recently encountered the intended destination node. Random motion of mobile entities was also used for communication in [7] , [6] , where the mobile entities were zebras in [7] and whales in [6] . In [4] , [5] , randomly moving humans and animals act as "data mules" and collect data opportunistically from sensor nodes when in range. However, in all cases of random mobility, the worst case latency of data transfer cannot be bounded. This unbounded latency may lead to excessive data caching at mobile relays, and result in buffer overflows. Thus, data in transit may have to be dropped before being delivered to the destination, making it harder to provide transport layer reliability.
Predictable mobility was used in [8] . A network access point was mounted on a public transportation bus moving with a periodic schedule. The sensor nodes learn the times at which they have connectivity with the bus, and wake up accordingly to transfer their data.
Controlled mobility was considered in our previous work [9] , where a robot acts as a mobile base station. The speed of the mobile node was controlled to help improve network performance. This is briefly summarized in the next section. Controlled mobility was also used in [10] , [11] , where a mobile node is used to route messages between nodes in sparse networks. However, all nodes are assumed to have short range mobility and can modify their locations to come within direct range of the mobile node which has long range mobility and is used for transferring data.
In [19] , mobile nodes in a disconnected ad hoc network modify their trajectories to come within communication range, and [20] considered moving the intermediate nodes along a route, so that the distances between nodes are minimized and lower energy is used to transmit over a shorter range. This system also assumes that all nodes are mobile, which may be expensive or infeasible in many deployments where node locations depend on sensing or application requirements. A mobile base station was also used in [12] to increase network lifetime. A scheduling problem for the mobile node with buffer constraints on static nodes and variable sampling rates at each static node is studied in [21] .
Henceforth, we will use the term data mule, borrowed from [4] to denote a mobile element.
III. SINGLE DATA MULE For sake of completeness and having continuity, we briefly describe the single controlled data mule approach in this section. Sensor nodes are deployed in an area, and are sampling the physical phenomenon. There is a data mule whose job is to collect data from these sensor nodes. The data mule moves in a straight line up and down. The operation can be divided into two parts: Network algorithms (specifies how sensor nodes interact with each other and the data mule) and Motion Control algorithms (specifies how the data mule moves)
A. Network Algorithms
The network may be such that some sensor nodes may never hear the data mule directly. In this situation, they transfer the data through other nodes, which can directly hear the data mule. The algorithm can be divided into three phases: 1) Initialization: This is used to find out the number of hops each node is from the path of the data mule (initialized to ∞). The data mule moves broadcasting the beacons (with hop count as 1). All nodes which hear it mark the hop count, and also rebroadcast it (after incrementing the hop count). A node which hears a beacon with hop count less than what has, updates itself (also noting the node from which it came). At the end of this phase, all nodes know if they are on path of data mule (at 1 hop). If they are not on path of the data mule, they know the parent through which to reach a node which is on path. Basically, this is tree building, with number of trees being equal to the number of nodes on path of the data mule. All nodes are members of exactly one tree.
2) Local multihops: Each of the trees formed above do a local multihop within themselves, with the root of the tree collecting data of its children nodes. Directed Diffusion [22] is suitable for this.
3) Data collection by data mule: After one round of initialization phase, the data mule moves polling for data. The nodes which hear the data mule respond with the data (their own and that of their children). To prevent loss of data due to data mule going out of range, we can have a acknowledgement based scheme, with a node sending data after it gets an acknowledgement back from the data mule.
Once the initialization phase is over, the other two proceed in parallel.
B. Motion Control algorithms
Motion can be controlled in two dimensions: space (where the data mule goes), and time (how or what speed the data mule moves). By fixing the path to be a straight line, we need to decide the speed. One option is to fix the round trip time (RT T ) of the data mule. With this, there are three approaches possible.
1) : Firstly, we can traverse the path at a fixed speed (at which we get maximum efficiency from the data mule). Suppose this takes time T (< RT T ). Then we have RT T − T spare time. We can divide this time equally among all nodes. The data mule would stop for this time at each node. We do not assume that the data mule knows the node locations. So we stop when we first hear from a node.
2) : Another approach would be of covering the trail at constant speed (Length of path / RT T ), and not stopping at any node.
3) : We can also have an adaptive speed control algorithm, where the data mule would normally move at twice the speed above. This leaves RT T /2 to service the nodes by stopping at them. This time can be divided among a subset of the nodes, from which the mule had collected less data than a threshold in the previous round. Thus unlike the first case, the sets of nodes at which the mule would stop would change with each round.
We have not gone into details of the above algorithms. Our earlier paper [9] can be referred where we have implemented a version of these ideas.
Although two nodes are one hop from the data mule, the time which the data mule stays in their contact may vary, depending on the distance of the node to the path, as can be seen from Figure 1 . Data mule will be in range of node N 1 for a lesser time than it is in range of node N 2. One way to take care of this is adaptive motion control mentioned above. The mule would have collected less data from a node which is far from the path, and in the next round would stop at it, giving it more time. Nevertheless, this approach only tries to maximize the amount of data collected. It does not guarantee that all the generated data is collected. Another alternative (instead of fixing the RT T ) would be to give an equal amount of service time to each node (with the mule stopping for this amount of time at each node). The service time for a node can be set equal to Buffer size / Data Rate. This would ensure that the data mule is able to collect all the data. The mule can collect data even when it is moving, and this can be considered as a bonus. As mentioned before, all nodes need not be one hop from the data mule. For this, the root of the trees (all roots are one hop from the data mule) can be given time equivalent to the number of nodes in their tree.
IV. MULTIPLE DATA MULES
The single data mule approach presented in the previous section does not scale well. Suppose the density of the network increases due to increasing number of nodes. Considering the approach of fixed round trip time for data mule, there are more nodes from which data has to be collected, in the same amount of time. This leads to loss of data due to buffer overflows at the nodes. If the second approach of stopping at each node is used, the data mule will take a longer time to complete a round. In this case, although at time of each service, the buffer of a node is cleared, it may not be possible for the data mule to return to this node before its buffer fills again. Again this leads to loss of data. Another issue arises if the network is deployed over a larger area. The distance over which the data mule moves increases. The battery capacity may not be sufficient for moving this length, requiring recharge on the path.
These problems can be addressed by using multiple data mules. A trivial solution would be dividing the area into equal parts and having one data mule in each. This solves the problem if the nodes are uniformly randomly deployed, so that each mule gets approximately same number of nodes to service. For instance, consider the area shown in Figure 2 , with 4 mules. Each mule covers the same area. Now each mule can independently run the same single mule algorithms presented in the previous section. Two issues need to be addressed in this context. One is the choice of the number of data mules, and another is handling of nodes shared by 2 mules.
A. Number of data mules
To analytically calculate the required number of data mules, let us define the following • num nodes nodes are deployed in an area of l × l units.
• A data mule moves in a straight line from one end to another and back at speed s.
• Time to fill a node's buffer is buf f er f ill time. This can be calculated using the sampling period and buffer size. We assume that all nodes are sampling at the same rate.
• Time for the data mule to empty a node's buffer is service time given by buf f er size/data rate.
Let us assume the second form of motion control, where the data mule stops at each node for this amount of time.
• Round trip time (RT T ) for the data mule will be (l/s) + (num nodes × service time) + (l/s). Two things are to be noted with respect to the last calculation. Firstly, in the expression for round trip time, the first two terms denote the time it takes the data mule to move from one side of the area to the other along with time for data collection. The last term denotes the time to come back to the starting point. There is no data collection in the reverse path. We have the path as a straight line as it was easy to implement without getting into the complexity of navigating the data mule. Also, we don't do any data collection in the reverse path so as to approximate the whole motion to a closed loop. Secondly, all nodes may not be able to communicate directly to the data mule. The data of these nodes will be available at root of the tree this node belongs to using local multihopping. (The root will be on path of data mule as mentioned in previous section). Now, if RT T ≤ buf f er f ill time, one data mule will suffice. Otherwise, RT T /buf f er f ill time mules would be required.
B. Shared nodes
There will be nodes which have the possibility to of being attached to any of the 2 mules. For instance consider Figure 3 Table I shows the hop count variable at each of the sensor nodes N 1 − N 5 due to the two data mules. As can be seen N 1, N 2 will be serviced by M 1, and N 4, N 5 by M 2. N 3 is at equal hop count from both the data mules. Such ties can be broken randomly.
V. LOAD BALANCING The previous section made the case for using multiple data mules. If the nodes are uniformly randomly distributed, then the obvious thing to do is to divide the area into equal regions.
But in practice, at real deployments it may not be so trivial. Firstly, the nodes need not be uniformly deployed. They will be placed by the field experts such as the biologists. They would want to deploy nodes in areas where they suspect interesting activities to take place. This will naturally lead to non-uniform placement. In addition, in these environments it may not be feasible to have the data mule trails according to system designer's requirements.
A. Problem Description
We are given a set of nodes deployed in an area, and straight line paths for the data mules (M 1, M 2, ...) to move (which are not necessarily equally spaced). We assume for simplicity that each node is one hop away from atleast one data mule (and atmost two data mules). The regions which are serviced by a single data mule have no choice. The nodes in these regions will be called non shareable nodes. But the nodes in regions which are serviced by 2 data mules, can be attached to either of them. Such nodes are called shareable nodes. The goal is to find the data mule assignment for these shareable nodes, so that each data mule services approximately same number of nodes.
B. Why is it important
Consider a simple scenario as shown in Table III . There are 50 nodes in the network, with 20 nodes shared between M 1 and M 2. If these 20 nodes are equally shared by the two data mules, M 1 will end up servicing 35 nodes and M 2 15 nodes. Consider M 1. If we use the approach of fixed round trip time for the data mule, the time given to each node will be reduced. On the other hand, if we use the approach of stopping at each node (for amount of time required to empty its buffer), the round trip time of the data mule will increase, leading to possibility of buffer overflows, when the data mule returns to service them. Instead, if both the data mules serviced 25 nodes, the above mentioned problem will be solved. For this to happen, all 20 shareable nodes are to be serviced by M 2.
Load balancing is common concept in distributed systems [23] . In our case, the tasks are the servicing of sensor nodes, and the processing elements (PEs) are the data mules. In addition, there are constraints on the tasks, as to which PEs can process them. This refers to the fact that sensor nodes (if they are shareable) can only be serviced by 2 nearest data mules. VI. MULTIPLE DATA MULES WITH LOAD BALANCING We now describe the multiple data mule approach with load balancing. This is one of the main contributions of this paper. This can be divided into five parts: initialization, leader election, load balancing, assignment, and data collection.
A. Initialization
The data mules make a round broadcasting the beacons. The nodes which can hear reply back with their id's. The data mules note down the list of distinct node id's they got the response from. At the end of this round, each data mule has a list of nodes which are one hop from its path.
B. Leader election
We assume that the data mules are equipped with powerful radios, and can communicate with each other. They elect a leader among themselves, and everyone sends the information gathered in the initialization round to the leader. The data mule with the smallest id becomes the leader in our case.
C. Load Balancing
The leader data mule has the information of all the data mules. For each data mule i, the leader can classify its nodes into 2 classes: shareable nodes and non shareable nodes. The shareable nodes can further be classified as being shared with previous or next data mule. Let us define an array structure DataMule, of size equal to number of data mules (N ). The structure DataMule[i] has the following members:
• non shareable nodes denotes the set of nodes it is solely responsible.
• shareable nodes neg denotes the set of nodes it shares with the previous data mule i − 1. For DataMule [1] , this is a null set.
• shareable nodes pos denotes the set of nodes it shares with the next data mule i+1. For DataMule [N] , this is a null set.
• non shareable load denotes the size of the set non shareable nodes • shareable load neg denotes the size of the set shareable nodes neg.
• shareable load pos denotes the size of the set shareable nodes pos.
The above variables are calculated by the leader, and form the input to the load balancing algorithm. These three variables evolve as the algorithm proceeds. Initially all data mules are in the same single group, with first mule called the start mule, and last one called the end mule. The idea is to make the load of (number of nodes serviced by) each data mule equal to the average load of that group. This may not always be possible. For instance, consider the simple scenario shown in Table IV , with 50 nodes. The best possible result would be to assign 35 nodes to M 1, and 15 to M 2. In such a case, we divide the original group into two, and try to balance the load of each group recursively. The recursion is terminated when we reach the last mule of the group. The group splitting happens when we reach a mule such that the minimum load it can take is more than the group average. We form two groups with this mule belonging to the first group. This mule becomes the end mule of the first group. Also, the load this mule shared with the next mule is given completely to the next mule, which becomes the start mule of the second group. A group can also split when we reach a mule such that the maximum load it can take is less than the group average. Here again we form two groups with this mule belonging to the first group. But now this mule takes all the load it shares with the next mule. We use two flags start flag, and end flag to denote these states. Mules are affected by these flags only if they are start mule, or end mule respectively. The precise algorithm is given in Figure 6 . Initially, it is invoked with parameters (1, N, F ALSE, F ALSE) 1 . The algorithm has comments explaining each of the steps, and is also described below. One thing to be noted is the use of local boolean variable group has split. There are recursive calls inside the for loop in step 4. If it goes in, there is no more meaning for the current group. During backtracking of recursion, we should not process the remaining mules in the for loop.
Step 4.a achieves this.
We begin by calculating the group average in step 2, making sure not to count shareable nodes twice. The average depends on the two flag values, as shown in Figure 5 . We next run a loop for all nodes in the group. First, we calculate the minimum load the mule under consideration should take (step 4.b). In particular, if this mule is not the start mule, 4.b.ii.A calculates the part of of shareable load which the previous mule did not take.
The group splitting can happen in two cases. Firstly, if the minimum load (which was calculated in step 4.b) that has to be assigned to the mule under consideration is more than the group average. When this happens we break into two groups, and the mule under consideration becomes part of the first group. This is shown in 4.d in the algorithm. We recursively call the algorithm for the two groups. (start mule, end mule, start flag, end flag) 1) Initialize group has split to FALSE 2) Calculate the average load of this group group avg, as shown in Figure 5 . • This is to terminate recursion, when we come to next iteration of f or loop during back tracking of recursion. b) Calculate the minimum load that can be assigned to this mule. If the above does not happen, we try to assign some shareable load , which this shares with the next mule, as shown in 4.e.i. Now the other reason of splitting can arise. If the maximum load that can be assigned to this mule is less than the group average, we split into two groups, as shown in 4.e.ii.
The current recursion ends when we reach end mule in step 4c. In addition, if the end flag is TRUE, we add some more load, according to Figure 7 . Two data mules would be sharing some nodes. These nodes are ordered by node id. The idea is to assign the first part of this ordered set to the first mule, and the second part to the second mule. The size of the two parts depends on the counts mentioned above. After the assignment has taken place, the leader can inform all the data mules, the set of nodes they have to service.
E. Data Collection
With the assignment done, the data mules traverse their paths, polling for data. The shareable sensor nodes do not know which of the two data mules they belong to. The nodes respond for data when they hear the poll packet. The data mule will send back an acknowledgement only if it is responsible for servicing that node. The sensor node marks the data mule from which it hears an acknowledgement, and does not respond to poll packets from the other data mule in future.
VII. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Fig. 8. Simulation topology
We now present our simulation methodology. We implemented our algorithms in TinyOS [24] . The simulator used is TOSSIM [25] . The advantage of this combination is that, the same TinyOS code can be put on real sensor nodes (motes [26] ). To simulate mobility, we use tython [27] . Tython is a TOSSIM scripting environment that uses a Java implementation of the Python programming language. Tython allows users to write scripts to modify the TOSSIM deployment scenario, such as dynamically moving motes, injecting packets, and inspecting the internal state of the simulation. When we move a data mule in tython, the connectivity of the nodes with the data mule changes, and the TOSSIM simulation is updated to reflect this. The data mule, in addition to mobility hardware (which was the robot Packbot [28] in our [4] 11 10 9 single data mule implementation [9] ), will have a sensor node to interact with the static sensor network.
To notify a sensor node in TOSSIM that it is part of the data mule, we inject a packet from tython to TOSSIM (addressed to known (fixed) data mule id). We consider three schemes for sharing the shareable load between data mules.
• First Come First Serve (FCFS): The shareable sensor node will get attached to the data mule from which it hears the beacon packet first in the Initialization round of data mules (Section VI-A).
• Equal sharing: Each adjacent data mules have a set of shareable nodes between them. Here, half the shareable nodes are assigned to one data mule, and the other half to the other mule.
• Load balancing: Result of applying the load balancing algorithm of section VI-C. Next we describe the simulation topology. We had 40 sensor nodes, and 4 data mules, as shown in Figure 8 . The nodes are randomly distributed inside the grid region from (24, 30) to (76, 70). It may be noted that the origin of the grid is at top-left corner. The circled nodes with ids 0 − 3 denote the 4 data mules DataM ule [1..4] . The paths traversed by them are as follows:
1) DataM ule [1] moves from (32, 10) to (32, 90) 2) DataM ule [2] moves from (44, 90) to (44, 10) 3) DataM ule [3] moves from (56, 10) to (56, 90) 4) DataM ule [4] moves from (68, 90) to (68, 10) To have effect of closed-loop path, whenever a data mule reaches its end point, we immediately place it at the starting point, from where it starts moving again. The nodes are placed inside a smaller region than whole grid to avoid edge-effects.
The result after the leader node (DataM ule [1] ) gets information from other data mules is shown in Table VI . This result depends on topology. Now we execute the three schemes of load sharing presented above, resulting in values shown in Table VII . As can be seen, the result of load balancing does not necessarily result in equal distribution of load, because non shareable load of DataM ule [1] is more than the group average. This results in group splitting, and we end up balancing the load of the second group.
With these three node assignments, we ran the experiment for 5 rounds, with the strategy mentioned in Section III-B.1, in which we move at some constant speed, and the remaining time (RT T − time taken to complete the round at this speed) is equally divided among the nodes to be serviced. The RT T was set to 120 units, and it took each mule 40 units to complete a round. This gave 80 units for stopping at the nodes. Figure 9 shows the average number of packets received per node per round, at each of the data mules. Results are shown for the three assignments. It is evident that load balancing leads to more uniformity. Although data mules 2, 3, 4 service the same number of nodes (9) in the load balanced case, we see a minor variation. This is due to fact that we are collecting data even when moving, in addition to when being stopped. So if the nodes assigned to DataM ule [4] are closer to its path (when compared to nodes assigned to DataM ule [3] and its path), we end up collecting more data at DataM ule [4] . This goes back to the concept mentioned in Figure 1 . 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Deployments of sensor networks are taking place. Using a controlled mobile element is a promising approach to collect data from these sensor nodes. We showed that as the network scales, using a single mobile element may not be sufficient, and would require multiple of them. The sensor nodes and (or) the mobile elements may not be uniformly placed in practice, necessitating the use of load balancing, so that each mobile element as far as possible, serves the same number of sensor nodes. We gave a load balancing algorithm, and described the mechanism the multiple mobile elements can be used. Finally we presented simulation results justifying our approach.
The work presented here can be extended in many directions. For load balancing, we can remove the assumption that each sensor node can talk to at least one mobile element. This will lead to case similar to Figure 3 . Now, when doing load balancing, we also need to consider the cost of doing multihop, to reach either of the mobile elements. We can also extend to cases where mobile elements can be added or removed once the system is in operation. Node dynamics can be handled by running the initialization and load balancing periodically.
